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Interpretation for 
a simple expression language

N.B.:  
• An interpreter is a metaprogram which executes 

or evaluates object programs. 
• The expression language at hand is also referred 

to as BTL — Basic TAPL Language — where 
TAPL is a reference to Pierce’s textbook ‘Types 
and programming languages’.

5.1 Interpretation 3

I evaluate (Pred (If (IsZero Zero) (Succ Zero) Zero))
Left 0
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I evaluate (Pred TRUE)
Left ��� Exception: ... Irrefutable pattern failed for pattern ...

The first example evaluates the expression to Left 0 because IsZero Zero is
evaluated to True and thus the first branch of the ‘if’ is selected, thereby
applying ‘Pred’ to Succ Zero resulting in Zero (i.e., ‘0’). The second example
illustrates failing interpretation—the predecessor of a Boolean value is not
defined. Failure is manifested here by run-time pattern-match failure.

The following equations for interpretation model directly the informal BTL
semantics given above. The Haskell code is very straightforward.

Illustration 5.2 (A BTL interpreter).
Haskell module Language.BTL.Interpreter

evaluate :: Expr æ Value
evaluate TRUE = Right True
evaluate FALSE = Right False
evaluate Zero = Left 0
evaluate (Succ e) = Left (n+1) where Left n = evaluate e
evaluate (Pred e) = Left (n ≠ if n==0 then 0 else 1) where Left n = evaluate e
evaluate (IsZero e) = Right (n==0) where Left n = evaluate e
evaluate (If e0 e1 e2) = evaluate (if b then e1 else e2) where Right b = evaluate e0

n

Exercise 5.1 (Interpretation for BTL without throwing). [Basic level]
The interpreter ‘throws’ when the operand of Succ, Pred, or IsZero does not
evaluate to a number or when the first subterm of If does not evaluate to a
Boolean value. Revise the interpreter so that it returns Nothing of Haskell’s
Maybe type in these cases. n

Exercise 5.2 (Interpreter in an OO language). [Intermediate level]
Implement the BTL interpreter in an OO language such as Java. n

Exercise 5.3 (Interpretation in a scripting language). [Intermediate level]
Implement the BTL interpreter in a scripting language such as Python. n

We o�er the following receipt for developing interpreters.

Recipe 5.1 (Interpretation for a given object language).

Metalanguage Pick the metalanguage for the interpreter. (This is going to
be Haskell in our case.)
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Informal baseline for BTL interpretation

• TRUE: Evaluates to True. 
• FALSE: Evaluates to False. 
• Zero: Evaluates to 0. 
• Succ e: Evaluates to n+1, if e evaluates to n. 
• Pred e:  

• Evaluates to n-1, if e evaluates to n and n>0. 
• Evaluates to 0, if e evaluates to 0, 

• IsZero e: Evaluates to a Boolean for a test for ‘0’. 
• If e0 e1 e2: Evaluates like a normal conditional.
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The interpreter for BTL
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2 5 Basics of metaprogramming

implementation, as it facilitates case discrimination on the object-language
patterns.

5.1.1 Basics of interpretation

We demonstrate interpretation for the trivial expression language BTL the
(abstract) syntax of which we have discussed earlier. A BTL interpreter evalu-
ates expressions and returns their values. Let us set up an informal semantics
for BTL which guides us in implementing an interpreter. For each kind of
BTL expression, we need to characterize the corresponding value.

• TRUE and FALSE: These constant forms of expressions evaluate to the
Boolean values True and False.

• Zero: This constant form evaluates to the Natural number 0.
• Succ e: The subexpression e must evaluate to a natural number, say n. The

evaluation result of the compound expression is then n+1.
• Pred e: The subexpression e must evaluate to a natural number, say n. The

evaluation result of the compound expression is either 0, if n equals 0, or
n≠1 otherwise. This part of the semantics involves an element of choice in
that we could also assume that the operation is undefined, if e evaluates
to the natural number 0.

• IsZero e: The subexpression e must evaluate to a natural number, say n.
The evaluation result of the compound expression is either True, if n equals
0, or False, if n is greater than 0.

• If e0 e1 e2: The subexpression e0 must evaluate to a Boolean value, say b. If b
equals True, then e1 is evaluated as the result of the compound expression. If
b equals False, then e2 is evaluated as the result of the compound expression.

Overall, the interpreter could return an Int, a Bool, or its application could
be undefined. To deal with the choice between Int and Bool, we model the
result type of interpretation as an Either type.

Illustration 5.1 (Result type for BTL expression evaluation).
Haskell module Language.BTL.Value

≠≠ Results of evaluation
type Value = Either Int Bool

n

Here is how we expect to use the interpreter.

Interactive Haskell session:
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Interpretation for 
BIPL — Basic Imperative Programming Language

4 5 Basics of metaprogramming

Object-program syntax Define the abstract syntax of the interpreted object
language within the metalanguage.

Semantic domains Define the result type of interpretation and all other
types that are needed for intermediate results or additional inputs of inter-
pretation. We refer to these types as semantic domains. Identify relevant
operations on the semantic domains, e.g., arithmetic operations on number
types or lookup and update operations on maps.

Informal semantics Describe the semantics of interpretation informally.
Each pattern of the abstract syntax needs to be covered.

Test cases Set up test cases that explain how one expects to use the inter-
preter. That is, provide object programs and interpretation results and all
additional details needed.

Implementation Implement an interpreter with one case per pattern of the
abstract syntax according to the informal semantics. To this end, designate
a recursive function (procedure or method) to each syntactic category.

n

In the sequel, we apply the interpreter recipe to a few more languages. We
will encounter additional aspects of interpretation: stores, environments, and
stepwise interpretation.

5.1.2 Interpretation with stores

Let us now discuss interpretation of imperative programs, thereby encoun-
tering concepts such as assignment and control flow. We pick the fabricated
imperative programming language BIPL for this purpose. Here is a sample
program represented as a Haskell term; concrete syntax is shown for clarity
in the Haskell comment.

Illustration 5.3 (A BIPL program for Euclidian division).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Sample

≠≠ // Compute quotient q and remainder r for dividing x by y
≠≠ q = 0; r = x; while (r >= y) { r = r ≠ y; q = q + 1; }
euclideanDiv :: Stmt
euclideanDiv =

Seq (Assign "q" (IntConst 0)) (Seq (Assign "r" (Var "x"))
(While

(Binary Geq (Var "r") (Var "y"))
(Seq (Assign "r" (Binary Sub (Var "r") (Var "y")))

(Assign "q" (Binary Add (Var "q") (IntConst 1))))))
n

An interpreter for an imperative language such as BIPL needs to maintain
a store (i.e., a variable assignments). The execution of statements may modify

5.1 Interpretation 5

the store, as assignments may be performed. The evaluation of expression
observes the store. The simple BIPL language does not permit side e�ects
in expressions. The notion of store is generally important in interpretation;
it is needed whenever interpreting imperative programs. Here is the informal
semantics for BIPL:

Statement execution

• Skip: The given store is returned, as is.
• Assign x e: The right-hand side expression e is evaluated to a value which

is then assigned to the variable x in the given store.
• Seq s1 s2: Statement s1 is interpreted first. Statement s2 is interpreted

second. Thus, the e�ects are incurred from left to right.
• If e s1 s2: The expression e must evaluate to a Boolean value, say b. If b

equals True, then statement execution proceeds with s1; if b equals False,
then statement execution proceeds with s2.

• While e s: The while loop is executed as If e (Seq s (While e s))Skip. That is,
if the condition e holds, then the body s is executed followed by the
same while loop again. If the condition does not hold, then the Skip
statement is executed.

Expression evaluation

• IntConst i: The literal i is returned as an integer value.
• Var x: The given store must assign a value to the variable x; this value

is the result of evaluation.
• Unary o e and Binary o e1 e2: The operands must be evaluated to values

of suitable types and the symbol o is interpreted as an operation of the
metalanguage and it is applied to the operands’ values.

Accordingly, there are these semantic domains.

Illustration 5.4 (Semantic domains of a BIPL interpreter).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Domains

≠≠ Results of expression evaluation
type Value = Either Int Bool
≠≠ Stores as maps from variable names to values
type Store = Map String Value

n

When defining the type Store, we use Haskell’s library type Map to model
stores as maps (say, dictionaries) from variable names to values. Here is how
we expect to use the interpreter.

Interactive Haskell session:

I execute euclideanDivision (fromList [("x", Left 13), ("y", Left 4)])
fromList [("q",Left 3),("r",Left 2),("x",Left 14),("y",Left 4)]

N.B.: Interpretation involves stores.
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The interpreter for BIPL
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When defining the type Store, we use Haskell’s library type Map to model
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6 5 Basics of metaprogramming

Thus, we start from a store with suitable arguments "x" and "y" for division;
interpretation returns a store with the variables "x" and "y" bound to the
original operands set up at the beginning of the program and with "q" and
"r" bound to the expected quotient and remainder. We are ready to present
the interpreter.

Illustration 5.5 (A BIPL interpreter).
Haskell module Language.BIPL.Interpreter

≠≠ Execution of statements
execute :: Stmt æ Store æ Store
execute Skip m = m
execute (Assign x e) m = insert x (evaluate e m) m
execute (Seq s1 s2) m = execute s2 (execute s1 m)
execute (If e s1 s2) m = execute (if b then s1 else s2) m where Right b = evaluate e m
execute (While e s) m = execute (If e (Seq s (While e s)) Skip) m

≠≠ Evaluation of expressions
evaluate :: Expr æ Store æ Value
evaluate (IntConst i) _ = Left i
evaluate (Var x) m = m!x
evaluate (Unary o e) m = uop o (evaluate e m)
evaluate (Binary o e1 e2) m = bop o (evaluate e1 m) (evaluate e2 m)

≠≠ Interpretation of unary operators
uop :: UOp æ Value æ Value
uop Negate (Left i) = Left (negate i)
uop Not (Right b) = Right (not b)

≠≠ Interpretation of binary operators
bop :: BOp æ Value æ Value æ Value
bop Add (Left i1) (Left i2) = Left (i1+i2)
...

n

Exercise 5.4 (Interpretation for BIPL without throwing). [Basic level]
The interpreter ‘throws’ when i) a variable is used in an expression without
a value in current store, ii) a unary or binary operation finds an operands of
an unsuitable type, or iii) a condition of an if statement does not evaluate to
a Boolean value. Revise the interpreter so that it returns Nothing of Haskell’s
Maybe type in these cases. n

Exercise 5.5 (Parameterless procedures). [Basic level]
Extend the BIPL interpreter of Section 5.1.2 to incorporate procedures with-
out parameters. A procedure is a named abstraction of a statement. There is
a new statement form for calling a procedure. For simplicity, let us assume
that procedures can only be declared at the top level of a program. n
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Interpretation for 
BFPL — Basic Functional Programming Language

N.B.: Interpretation involves environments.
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5.1.3 Interpretation with environments

Let us now discuss interpretation of functional programs, thereby encoun-
tering concepts such as function application and substitution. We pick the
fabricated functional programming language BFPL for this purpose. Here is
a sample program represented as a Haskell term; concrete syntax is shown
for clarity in the Haskell comment.

Illustration 5.6 (A BFPL program for the factorial).
Haskell module Language.BFPL.Samples.Factorial

≠≠ factorial :: Int ≠> Int
≠≠ factorial x = if ((==) x 0) then 1 else ((�) x (factorial ((≠) x 1)))
≠≠ main = print $ factorial 5
factorial :: Program
factorial = ([(

"factorial",
(([IntType], IntType),
(["x"],

If (Binary Eq (Arg "x") (IntConst 0))
(IntConst 1)
(Binary Mul

(Arg "x")
(Apply "factorial" [Binary Sub (Arg "x") (IntConst 1)])))))],

(Apply "factorial" [IntConst 5]))
n

An interpreter for a functional language such as BFPL may maintain
an environment for binding function arguments to values. Thus, we expect
that BFPL expressions are evaluated in the presence of an environment and
function application sets up an environment on the grounds of actual argu-
ments. The notion of environment is generally important in interpretation;
it is needed whenever names need to bound to their meaning. Here is the
informal semantics for BFPL:

• IntConst i: The literal i is returned as an integer value.
• BoolConst b: The literal b is returned as a Boolean value.
• Arg x: The binding of the argument x is looked up from the environment.
• If e0 e1 e2: The subexpression e0 must evaluate to a Boolean value, say b. If b

equals True, then e1 is evaluated as the result of the compound expression. If
b equals False, then e2 is evaluated as the result of the compound expression.

• Apply fn es: From the program with its collection of functions, the function
of name fn is looked up—specifically the formal arguments xs and the body.
The actual arguments es are evaluated, resulting in a list vs of values. A
new environment is formed from xs and vs. The body is ultimately evaluated
relative to the new environment.

8 5 Basics of metaprogramming

We only covered the expression forms while we assume that the evaluation
of the main expression starts from an empty environment. Accordingly, there
are these semantic domains.

Illustration 5.7 (Semantic domains of a BFPL interpreter).
Haskell module Language.BFPL.Domains

≠≠ Results of expression evaluation
type Value = Either Int Bool
≠≠ Environments as maps from argument names to values
type Env = Map String Value

n

When defining the type Env, we use again Haskell’s library type Map to
model environments as maps (say, dictionaries) from argument names to
values. Here is how we expect to use the interpreter.

Interactive Haskell session:

I evaluate factorial
Left 120

Thus, in the main function, we apply the factorial function to 5, thereby
computing 120. We are ready to present the interpreter.

Illustration 5.8 (A BFPL interpreter).
Haskell module Language.BFPL.Interpreter

≠≠ Evaluation of a program�s main expression
evaluate :: Program æ Value
evaluate (fs, e) = f e empty
where
≠≠ Evaluation of expressions
f :: Expr æ Env æ Value
f (IntConst i) _ = Left i
f (BoolConst b) _ = Right b
f (Arg x) m = m!x
f (If e0 e1 e2) m = f (if b then e1 else e2) m where Right b = f e0 m
f (Unary o e) m = uop o (f e m)
f (Binary o e1 e2) m = bop o (f e1 m) (f e2 m)
f (Apply x es) m = f body m�

where
Just (_, (xs, body)) = lookup x fs
vs = map (flip f m) es
m� = fromList (zip xs vs)

≠≠ Interpretation of unary operators
uop :: UOp æ Value æ Value
uop Negate (Left i) = Left (negate i)
uop Not (Right b) = Right (not b)
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≠≠ Interpretation of binary operators
bop :: BOp æ Value æ Value æ Value
bop Add (Left i1) (Left i2) = Left (i1+i2)
...

n

Exercise 5.6 (Parametrized procedures). [Intermediate level]
Exercise 5.5 is extended as follows. A procedure declares variables for formal
parameters and the statement form for calling a procedure includes a list of
expressions as actual arguments. n

5.1.4 Stepwise interpretation

Let us now discuss interpretation for finite state machines according to the
fabricated FSML language; as discussed earlier. When compared to the previ-
ous examples, FSML is a modeling language rather than a programming lan-
guage. Perhaps more importantly, interpretation of FSMs intrinsically calls
for stepwise execution, as we will see in a second. Here is the recurring turn-
stile FSM represented as a Haskell term.

Illustration 5.9 (A FSM for a turnstile in a metro system).
Haskell module Language.FSML.Sample

turnstileFsm :: Fsm
turnstileFsm = Fsm [

State True "locked" [
(Transition "ticket" (Just "collect") "unlocked"),
(Transition "pass" (Just "alarm") "exception") ],

State False "unlocked" [
(Transition "ticket" (Just "eject") "unlocked"),
(Transition "pass" Nothing "locked") ],

State False "exception" [
(Transition "ticket" (Just "eject") "exception"),
(Transition "pass" Nothing "exception"),
(Transition "mute" Nothing "exception"),
(Transition "release" Nothing "locked") ]

]
n

We expect that interpretation consumes events one by one. In each step,
the corresponding action, if any, is produced as output and the machine
makes a transition to the next state. Here is the informal semantics:

• To start the simulation, we need to determine the initial state of the FSM.

exception

ticket/eject

pass

mute

lockedrelease
pass/alarm

unlockedticket/collect
pass

ticket/eject

A turnstile FSM in 
a metro system
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Expected I/O behavior of FSM interpretation

5.1 Interpretation 11

I simulate turnstileFsm sampleInput == sampleOutput
True

This form of interpretation is essentially ‘batch-oriented’ in that we as-
sume the complete input to be available up-front and the complete output to
become available at once. One may also think of ‘interactive’ interpretation
as to how events are handled and actions take e�ect.

We are ready to present an FSML interpreter in Haskell.

Illustration 5.12 (An FSML interpreter).
Haskell module Language.FSML.Interpreter

1 ≠≠ FSM simulation starting from initial state
2 simulate :: Fsm æ Input æ Output
3 simulate (Fsm ss) xs = snd (foldl makeTransition (getInitial, []) xs)
4 where
5 ≠≠ Look up initial state
6 getInitial :: StateId
7 getInitial = ini
8 where [State _ ini _] = [ s | s@(State initial _ _) Ω ss, initial ]
9

10 ≠≠ Process event; extent output
11 makeTransition :: (StateId, Output) æ Event æ (StateId, Output)
12 makeTransition (source, as) x = (target, as ++ maybeToList a)
13 where (Transition _ a target) = getTransition source x
14

15 ≠≠ Look up transition
16 getTransition :: StateId æ Event æ Transition
17 getTransition sid x = t
18 where
19 [t] = [ t | t@(Transition x� _ _) Ω ts, x == x� ]
20 [(State _ _ ts)] = [ s | s@(State _ sid� _) Ω ss, sid == sid� ]

n

The interpreter folds over the entire input (line 3). We use list compre-
hensions to identify the initial state ini (line 8), the transition t for the given
event (line 19), and the transitions ts of a state identified by its id (line 20).

Exercise 5.7 (Interpretation for FSML without throwing). [Basic level]
The interpreter ‘throws’ when attempting a transition to an undeclared state,
when a given event is not handled in a given state or not handled determin-
istically. Revise the interpreter so that it returns Nothing of Haskell’s Maybe
type in these cases. n

Exercise 5.8 (A more abstract FSML syntax). [Intermediate level]
There is an opportunity for a more abstract Haskell-based abstract syntax for
FSML. Please note that ids of the declared states must be distinct. Further,
let us assume that only deterministic FSMs are permitted, which implies that

10 5 Basics of metaprogramming

• For a given state and a given event, we need to look up the applicable
transition, if any. We assume here that the FSM is deterministic, i.e.,
there is at most one applicable transition. The transition identifies the
optional action to contribute to the output and the new state.

• The process of looking up transitions is to be repeated ‘step by step’ until
the input has been consumed, if possible. If there is no applicable transition
at any point, then the FSM ‘gets stuck’ and the remaining input is not
consumed.

Accordingly, there are these semantic domains.

Illustration 5.10 (Semantic domains of a FSML interpreter).
Haskell module Language.FSML.Domains

≠≠ Input of FSM simulation
type Input = [Event]
≠≠ Output of FSM simulation
type Output = [Action]

n

The sample FSM could be exercised with input and output as follows.

Illustration 5.11 (Input and expected output for the turnstile FSM).
Haskell module Language.FSML.SampleIO

≠≠ Sample input for sample FSM
sampleInput :: Input
sampleInput =

[
"ticket", ≠≠ Regular insertion of a ticket in locked state
"ticket", ≠≠ Irregular insertion of a ticket in unlocked state
"pass", ≠≠ Regular passage of turnstile in unlocked state
"pass", ≠≠ Irregular attempt to pass turnstile in locked state
"ticket", ≠≠ Irregular insertion of a ticket in exceptional state
"mute", ≠≠ Mute exceptional state alarm
"release" ≠≠ Return from exceptional to locked state

]

≠≠ Expected output
sampleOutput :: Output
sampleOutput = ["collect", "eject", "alarm", "eject"]

n

We assume a top-level function simulate which takes an FSM as well as a
sequence of events and returns the corresponding sequence of actions. Here
is how we expect to use the interpreter.

Interactive Haskell session:

N.B.: Interpretation commences in a step-wise manner. 
Also, FSML is domain-specific modeling language.
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The interpreter for FSML

5.1 Interpretation 11

I simulate turnstileFsm sampleInput == sampleOutput
True

This form of interpretation is essentially ‘batch-oriented’ in that we as-
sume the complete input to be available up-front and the complete output to
become available at once. One may also think of ‘interactive’ interpretation
as to how events are handled and actions take e�ect.

We are ready to present an FSML interpreter in Haskell.

Illustration 5.12 (An FSML interpreter).
Haskell module Language.FSML.Interpreter

1 ≠≠ FSM simulation starting from initial state
2 simulate :: Fsm æ Input æ Output
3 simulate (Fsm ss) xs = snd (foldl makeTransition (getInitial, []) xs)
4 where
5 ≠≠ Look up initial state
6 getInitial :: StateId
7 getInitial = ini
8 where [State _ ini _] = [ s | s@(State initial _ _) Ω ss, initial ]
9

10 ≠≠ Process event; extent output
11 makeTransition :: (StateId, Output) æ Event æ (StateId, Output)
12 makeTransition (source, as) x = (target, as ++ maybeToList a)
13 where (Transition _ a target) = getTransition source x
14

15 ≠≠ Look up transition
16 getTransition :: StateId æ Event æ Transition
17 getTransition sid x = t
18 where
19 [t] = [ t | t@(Transition x� _ _) Ω ts, x == x� ]
20 [(State _ _ ts)] = [ s | s@(State _ sid� _) Ω ss, sid == sid� ]

n

The interpreter folds over the entire input (line 3). We use list compre-
hensions to identify the initial state ini (line 8), the transition t for the given
event (line 19), and the transitions ts of a state identified by its id (line 20).

Exercise 5.7 (Interpretation for FSML without throwing). [Basic level]
The interpreter ‘throws’ when attempting a transition to an undeclared state,
when a given event is not handled in a given state or not handled determin-
istically. Revise the interpreter so that it returns Nothing of Haskell’s Maybe
type in these cases. n

Exercise 5.8 (A more abstract FSML syntax). [Intermediate level]
There is an opportunity for a more abstract Haskell-based abstract syntax for
FSML. Please note that ids of the declared states must be distinct. Further,
let us assume that only deterministic FSMs are permitted, which implies that
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Online resources

YAS (Yet Another SLR (Software Language Repository)) 
http://www.softlang.org/yas 

YAS’ GitHub repository contains all code. 
See languages BTL, BIPL, BFPL, and FSML. 

There are Haskell directories with, for example, interpreters.

The Software Languages Book 
http://www.softlang.org/book 

The book discusses interpretation in detail. 
Other related subjects:  

operational and denotational semantics.


